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For those of you who are asking this questionâ€”to satisfy your own curiosity or for an essay, debate, or other
school projectâ€”below you will find the costs and benefits of watching television. Essay Topic: Film ,
Television Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Contrary to the thousands of people across the
world who assume that watching television wastes time, the Broadcasting Commission of Jamaica BCJ
supports objectivity in all spheres of our electronic communications industry and with free-to-air and cable
TV, it is no different. Every person need television for gain their knowledge. There's nothing good on,
anyway. It many funtion and suitable for every person. He went on to become a great genius. The final reason
why television is beneficial is because it is educational for adults and kids. Also, news provides information
on weather, crime and many other news that are occurring around the world. There are many benefits to
healthcare students watching these television dramas. With the range of channels on offer, there is no dearth of
educational content. TV can make you feel like part of a group and let you participate in a shared subculture.
As electronic media regulators, we often urge broadcasters to exercise creativity in programming. By watching
news channel, we get updated with the things going around the world. They feel that it is a waste of time and
people need to spend their hours more wisely. His mother pulled him out of school and home-tutored him. In
this busy, expensive life, television is an easy and cheap source of entertainment. Such information connects
children with the entire world and ensures they stay in touch with what is happening all around them. In a
paper done by Dietz and Strasburger they found that on average young people view over rapes, murders,
armed robberies, and assaults every year while watching television. As we know,television very vital for daily
life. Besides having bad influences, television also has good influences for our life. Exposure to different
languages As there are channels telecasting programmes in different languages, children are initiated into
becoming polyglots. With reference to children entertaining programs considered from the most popular
programs which they watch on television Livingstone,  But some peoples said that television is not important
modern inventions for students. Because some students nowadays, they cannot spend their times correctly
examples like smoking, loafing around and so on. Two-thirds of all television programming contains violence.
Many studies have been done to ascertain the effects of television on intelligence, although most of the studies
focus on younger children and results are not always conclusive. Watching too much television is not good for
your health. In conclusion, the reasons listed above are why television is beneficial to the American life style.
Whether it is a world event, attained from watching the news, or the meaning of a word attained through a
cartoon, we are always learning from it even though we may not realize it. In reality, television, which gives
us many benefits, is very important for our daily life. Family Time! For example, people today need to watch
the news to keep track of what is happening with the war in Iraq. Even if you're not interested in the Olympics,
watching the games with your family might bring you closer together; reminiscing about shows you've
watched together gives you shared history and memories. Television can also be a good way to help people
learn a different language. Some of parent do not accept their children to watch television, but another parent
show television to their children. So,you must watching its because we can get some knowledge. In all
fairness, TV viewing can prove more beneficial than harmful. It provides the much-needed listening
environment to children for learning different languages.


